Rail Calls

Information Sheet

Moving a Lineset
Call from Locking Rail

Response from Loading Gallery

"Is anyone working above?"

- (if so) - "Yes"

"Are you clear of lineset (#)?"

- (if clear) - "Yes"				
- (if not clear) - "No" and rail operator waits for confirmation of
clearance from above.

(After "Clear" is received from the above) - - "Thank you"
"Lineset (#) is coming in / going out."

Weight Loading Procedure
Call from Locking Rail

Response from Loading Gallery

"On the loading gallery, please add (Quantity / Size) bricks to lineset (#)."

- "Adding (Quantity/Size) bricks to lineset (#).
Is the rail clear?"

(once clear) - "Clear"

- Load weight after confirming correct arbor.

- Keep count with your partner as you load.
- Insert spreader plate at each sticker.
- Once complete, lock thumbscrews of top spreader plate.

- "(Quantity/Size) bricks added to lineset (#)."
"Thank you. Are you clear to test?"

- "Clear to test."

Unloading procedure is the reverse of above. Use "remove" instead of "add."
***DO NOT REMOVE SYSTEM PIPE WEIGHT FROM THE ARBOR!***

Safe Usage Terms
"Coming In"

- Used when moving a pipe on a lineset in the down direction.

"Going Out"

- Used when moving a pipe on a lineset in the up direction.

"Moving"

- Used when continuing a move after a brief pause.

"Heads!"

- Used in a loud and clear voice to alert everyone onstage when something is dropped from
above.

"Runaway!"

- Used in a loud and clear voice to alert everyone in the stage or grid area that a lineset is
moving out of control. Move far away from lineset immediately!

Good
Practice:

- State location and loose tools / items in use while working in a grid.
i.e. "Loose pin and shackle, upstage right!"
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